. Schematic sketch showing the main issues involved in the muon radiography of volcanoes. The differential incident flux, 0 , within the solid angle spanned by the detector, is reduced by absorption inside the target structure. The telescope allows to measure the integrated flux, I, along each incident direction, after the target object is crossed.
shallow sources (ocean microseisms or atmospheric perturbations; Friedrich et al. 1998; Tanimoto 1999) and is based on the computation of noise cross-correlations between different receiver pairs, to derive the impulse response of the medium.
The subsurface distribution of electrical properties may be imaged through dc electrical resistivity (e.g. Pessel & Gibert 2003) or low-frequency electromagnetic techniques (e.g. Zhdanov 2009 ).
Gravity measurements allow the computation of Bouguer anomalies (Deroussi et al. 2009 ), which are reflective of anomalies in the underground density structure (Schiavone & Loddo 2007) .
Despite the many exploring techniques, volcano imaging remains challenging, mainly because of the highly heterogeneous character of the structures to be investigated. The latter dictates that dense measurements in active zones (Tiede et al. 2005) , implying a high level of risk, must be performed to properly describe the relevant features. Strong medium heterogeneities produce marked scattering/attenuation of seismic wave and may result in high resistivity/ density contrasts, thus making data inversion highly non-linear. Furthermore, in most cases, the more established geophysical imaging techniques do not offer the spatial resolution needed to properly characterize the shallow part of a volcano's plumbing.
It is thus advisable to explore the possibilities of new imaging techniques allowing a better spatial resolution with reduced ambiguity and a low level of risk for the personnel involved in the field work. As detailed in the following sections, muon imaging has the potential to fulfil these requirements.
M U O N I M A G I N G O F V O L C A N O E S

Basic principles of muon imaging
Cosmic ray muons are elementary particles, which form in the Earth's atmosphere (typically at an elevation of about 15 km), through interactions between primary cosmic rays, from outer space, and atmospheric molecules (Neddermeyer & Anderson 1937) . They constantly bombard the Earth's surface and arrive at angles ranging from vertical to horizontal. Muon particles can travel through large thickness (up to kilometres) of rock, with an energy loss mainly depending on the amount of matter crossed (Nagamine 2003) . By measuring the absorption of muons along different paths through a solid body, one can deduce the density distribution in the interior of the target. Thus, cosmic-ray can be used to 'see inside' kilometresize objects.
The differential flux of incident cosmic muons, 0 (given in cm −2 sr −1 s −1 GeV −1 ), at the measurement site ( Fig. 1) , is determined through either Monte Carlo (MC) simulation codes (e.g. Heck et al. 1998 ) that allow to generate a large number of air showers, induced by primary nuclei, and to propagate the computed muon production through the atmosphere, or via analytical modelling of experimental results (e.g. Gaisser 1990 ; Bugaev et al. 1998) . • and 85 • ), calculated from the analytical model of Bugaev et al. (1998) , as modified through the empirical parametrization proposed by Reyna (2006) . The Bugaev-Reyna model (hereafter referred as the B-R model) allows to calculate the differential muon intensity for all zenith angles and for a wide range of energies. MC (Kudryavtsev 2009) or analytical modelling is also used for determination of the energy absorption along each path length inside the target. In particular, starting from the data reported in Groom et al. (2001) , it is possible to retrieve, in log-log space, a polynomial model linking thickness of standard rock ( Z /A = 0.5; ρ = 2.65 g cm −3 ) to minimum initial Figure 3 . Minimum initial energy (E min ) that a muon must have to cross a given thickness of standard rock. Dots are data from Groom et al. (2001) , while the curve is the best-fitting sixth-order polynomial in log-log space.
energy (E min ) necessary for a muon to cross it (Fig. 3) . Almost all types of rocks share the same Z /A ratio and the only varying quantity is the density. Accordingly, the formulation derived for the standard rock can be utilized to calculate E min relative to other rock types, provided that the product between length of crossed rock and density remains the same. Once E min is estimated, it can be used to compute the theoretical integrated muon flux, I, after the target object has been crossed ( Fig. 1) , starting from the model of 0 :
Muon imaging is accomplished through the comparison between the observed integrated muon flux, after the target object is crossed and the corresponding theoretical flux (eq. 1). The latter is calculated under the assumption of an homogeneous target object using the theoretical incident muon flux, in open sky conditions, and the relevant topographic information. Once the differences between observed and theoretical integrated fluxes are estimated, by knowing the energy loss of muons through matter one can derive anomalies in the amount of matter encountered along each direction by the travelling particles, that is, anomalies in the so-called density length (Tanaka et al. 2007) or opacity, ε , expressed in g cm −2 . Furthermore, if the path lengths insight the target object are known from topographic information, it is possible to retrieve anomalies with respect to the average density of the rock along each travelling direction. Thus, muon imaging furnishes a quasi-direct information about the average density distribution inside the target.
Application to volcanic structures
Volcano imaging through particle of cosmic origin (muons) is a newly developing technique which has already shown great promise (e.g. Nagamine et al. 1995; Nagamine 2003; Tanaka et al. 2007 Tanaka et al. , 2009 ; Lesparre et al. 2012; Saracino & Cârloganu 2012) . A detector is placed on the flank of a volcano and is used to obtain a 2-D image of the volcano interior projected onto the plane of the detector (Fig. 1) . This method presents some advantages with respect to more established geophysical techniques. First of all, it is possible to directly determine the amount of matter crossed along each travel direction of the particles, an information that, by knowing the thickness of crossed rock, can be converted into average density. Thus, the method does not suffer from the inherent ambiguity proper of most geophysical techniques. In fact, thanks to the almost rectilinear trajectories of the muons, the inverse problem becomes relatively simple.
Another advantage of volcano imaging via muons consists in the fact that a natural, fairly constant and widespread source, that is, the muon flux, is utilized, implying that it is not necessary to implement cost demanding energizing systems as when electric or active seismic sources are utilized (e.g. Di Stefano & Chiarabba 2002) . Spatially dense measurements in areas not easily accessible are not required as one only needs to deploy the detector(s) in order to perform the muon imaging of the target, also implying a lower risk of injury to personnel operating in the crater area of a volcano. Finally, the spatial resolution can be easily adjusted as a function of the target object through modifying the geometrical characteristics of the muon detector. Under certain circumstances, inner structures inside the target object can be recognized with a spatial resolution as fine as a few tens of meters.
Among the disadvantages of muon imaging, the most important are that: (i) due to geometrical constraints, only the part of the volcanic edifice above the horizon of the detector can be investigated ( Fig. 1 ) and (ii) to have a sufficient flux, the thickness of rock to be crossed by muons should not exceed a few kilometres (Nagamine 2003) . Furthermore, the time interval needed to resolve a given density contrast should not exceed the typical period of volcanic processes able to change the internal density distribution of the target structure. Hence, under certain experimental conditions, volcano imaging using muons may prove to be unfeasible.
A preliminary derivation of feasibility conditions for muon imaging of geological objects can be obtained following Lesparre et al. (2010) , to whom we refer for a complete account. A summary of their findings is reported in the following. Fluctuations in the muon flux are usually assumed to be well described by a Poisson distribution. Assuming that the number, N, of events is large enough and recalling that the variance of a Poisson process equals the number of realizations, to distinguish two nearby opacities (see Section 2.1), that is, N (ε 0 + δε) from N (ε 0 ), at the 1σ confidence level, the following condition must be satisfied:
The above condition may be used to define a first-order relation linking the number of muons recorded during a given amount of time, T, the amount of crossed matter, ε, and the telescope acceptance, (given in cm 2 sr; Gibert et al. 2010) , the function by which the integrated flux, arriving to the detector planes, can be converted into a number of muons :
is controlled by the geometrical characteristics of the telescope and accounts for its detection area. Despite its limitations due to the inherent assumptions, eq. (3) helps to define the applicability domain of muon imaging. Through this relation it is possible to test the suitability of the method to investigate the density distribution inside a candidate target structure. The left-hand term of the above condition is determined both by the fixed total opacity of the medium ε 0 , which depends on the characteristics of the geological target, and by the desired resolution level, δε. This sets the minimum value for the product T × and the question is to determine whether it is reachable or not (i.e. acquisition time long enough and/or detection area large enough). This will clearly . Opacity resolution (δε) that can be achieved after a given acquisition time. In the calculation we assumed (i) telescope acceptance ( ) ∼10 cm 2 sr, target size of 500 m and target density between 1 (lower curve) and 2 g cm −3 (upper curve).
depend on the particular constrains attached to a given experimental situation. Fig. 4 reports the opacity resolution (δε) that can be achieved after a given acquisition time, assuming (i) telescope acceptance ∼10 cm 2 sr (a value based on the characteristics of the telescope used at Etna in 2010; see Section 3 and Fig. 7 ), target size of 500 m and target density between 1 (lower curve) and 2 g cm −3
(upper curve). For example, after an acquisition time of 1 month, an opacity resolution of about 3 and 5 per cent (target density of 1 and 2 g cm −3 , respectively) can be reached. This results implies that, if the inner structure has a density equal to one-half that of the surrounding, it must have a size of about 30 and 50 m to be detected, in the cases of lower and higher target density, respectively.
The interest of applying muon imaging to study Mt Etna
Mt Etna, one of the most active and well-studied volcanoes in the world, is a large (1200 km 2 ) strato-volcano with a base diameter of about 40 km and a height of about 3350 m. It is sited on the East coast of Sicily (Italy), near a densely populated area (Fig. 5 ). Mt Etna is persistently active, with almost permanent degassing occurring from the summit craters. Etna's eruptions occur either at its four summit craters (Voragine, Bocca Nuova, Northeast Crater and Southeast Crater; see Fig. 5) or from vents or fissures on its flanks. During the last decade, Mt Etna has been characterized by eruptions exhibiting a wide range of explosive behaviour (Behncke & Neri 2003) , including episodes of vigorous fire-fountaining, often accompanied by emission of ash columns up to some kilometres above the summit craters (Allard et al. 2005; Andronico et al. 2008) . The associated widespread tephra falls have had a severe impact on the economy of Eastern Sicily, mainly due to the troubles it caused to air traffic, road traffic and crops. Therefore, even thought Etna's activity is not considered to represent an acute hazard to human lives, it is important to comprehensively understand the magma dynamics at this volcano and quantify the factors that may tip it out of its dynamic equilibrium into paroxysm. Quantitative information on the subsurface structure of Mt Etna represents a key constraint on the possibility of gaining further insights into its shallow dynamics.
The shallow conduit network feeding the four summit craters of Etna is best envisioned as a plexus of dikes and sills (De Gori et al. 2005) , whose geometry is still largely unknown. Muon imaging could help to improve our knowledge of this complex system, thus allowing to better understand processes that can trigger paroxys- mal events (i.e. rising of gas slugs, accumulation of foam layers, etc.). The interpretation of many different signals would benefit from this unprecedented information. For example, determination of seismic source parameters from moment tensor inversion De Barros et al. 2011) , localization of the volcanic tremor source (Di Lieto et al. 2007 ), localization and quantification of the underground mass redistributions responsible for gravity anomalies observed at the surface (Carbone et al. 2008) would be more reliable and accurate if a clearer image was available of how the different subsystems feeding the summit craters are shaped, work and are interconnected to each-other. Furthermore, some specific "open questions" could be addressed about the structural control exerted on (i) the shallow (about 500 m below the surface) source volume where the non-destructive process inducing propagation of VLP seismic waves takes place (ii) the horizontal migrations of the volcanic tremor source at shallow depths, during particular phases of the volcanic activity (e.g. Di Grazia et al. 2006; Aiuppa et al. 2010) and (iii) the mechanisms controlling eruption inception, progression and shift between eruptive styles (e.g. .
T H E 2 0 1 0 M U O N E X P E R I M E N T AT M T E T N A
The first experiment of muon radiography at Mt Etna was performed in the summer of 2010. The aim of this experiment was twofold:
(1) test the performance of our (at the time) newly designed telescope for outdoor applications under the very severe conditions encountered in the summit zone of Etna and (2) check whether it was actually possible to assess the high data-quality claimed by previous studies (Tanaka et al. 2009 ), under similar experimental conditions.
The Southeastern Crater (SEC), one of the four active craters in the summit area of the volcano (Fig. 5) , was chosen as a target. Under the conditions of the experiment, this crater was found to be the more appropriate target due to both its size and position. Even though the imaging of a larger portion of the edifice, comprising the uppermost part of the system feeding the craters, would have been more interesting from the scientific standpoint, more acquisition time and detection area (i.e. a larger-sized detector) would have been needed (see eq. 3). In the framework of a temporary deployment, the choice of the SEC as a target was made as a compromise between technical feasibility and time restraints.
The SEC is about 240 m tall (from 3050 to 3290 m a.s.l.), with a base diameter of about 500 m. The muon detector was installed on its southern slope, ∼650 m away from the summit. This point allows to image the target with minimal shadow effect from the other summit craters (Fig. 5) .
The muon detector (telescope) that was utilized at Mt Etna in the framework of the 2010 experiment (Fig. 6a) is identical to the one described by Lesparre et al. (2010) and by Marteau et al. (2012) and we refer to those papers for a detailed description. In the following we only provide a summary of the main detector characteristics. The telescope employs plastic scintillator strips, arranged in two orthogonal series of X rows and Y columns, to form a matrix plane. When a muon hits a detector matrix, the X and Y bars, whose intersection forms the crossed pixel (Fig. 6b) , emit UV light. The latter is captured by active fibres (WLS), running longitudinally along the axis of each scintillator bar, transformed in visible green light, and transmitted, through optical fibres, to a photomultiplier, each of whose channels corresponds to one pixel in the matrix. If two (or more) parallel planes are utilized, by knowing which pixels in the front and the rear matrixes of the telescopes are hit, one can determine the arriving trajectory of the particle (Fig. 6b) . The telescope readout system is adapted from that developed under the OPERA experiment (Marteau 2010) . It consists of a multi-anode photomultiplier tube (MaPMT) connected to an acquisition board (Ethernet Controller Module), which allows to recognize quasisimultaneous events (i.e. within 10 ns; Lesparre et al. 2012) in the two matrixes. Such events are considered as due to a single muon particle hitting the two planes and are recorded in the database for further post-processing.
The muon telescope installed on Etna in 2010 consisted of two detection planes, both with 16 X and 16 Y strips, to form 256 pixels, each sized 5 × 5 cm 2 . The planes were mounted on a specifically designed aluminum frame (Fig. 6a ) with adjustable legs (to cope with the uneven terrain), allowing to precisely set in the field both the interplanes distance and the orientation of the planes towards the geological target . The interplanes distance was set to 170 cm, which implies a space resolution of less than 20 m, taking into account the telescope-target distance (∼650 m; Fig. 5 ). The telescope zenith angle was set to 73
• . Fig. 7 reports the acceptance (Section 2.2) corresponding to the above telescope configuration. The shape of the acceptance function accounts for the fact that a different detection area corresponds to the different arriving directions in the solid angle spanned by the detector (see Gibert et al. 2010 for a detailed discussion of this topic).
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, Nagamine et al. (1995) suggested the use of a threefold telescope. Nevertheless, Tanaka et al. (2009) claimed that good imaging performance can be achieved using a twofold detector. The data discussed by Tanaka et al. (2009) were collected in conditions very similar to the ones we encountered at Etna, in terms of (i) target size, (ii) detector-target distance and (iii) detector characteristics. Based on these premises, to image Etna's SEC, we decided to employ a detector featuring only two detection planes. It is worth stressing that, in the summit zone of a high volcano, where, due to the lack of roads, there may be the need to cover on feet some distance to the installation sites, the choice of a detector consisting of either two or more than two detection planes may be critical (each ∼1 × 1 m 2 plane of the detector we utilized has a weight of about 80 kg). During the summer of 2010 gravity and precise positioning (GPS) measurements were also performed on the SEC area, aimed at complementing the results from muon imaging.
D ATA P R E S E N TAT I O N
In the framework of the Etna experiment, the rock thickness crossed by each muon track in the solid angle spanned by the telescope was calculated using the high-resolution DEM developed by Favalli et al. (2009) from LiDAR data (Fig. 5) . This model furnishes a very accurate representation of the SEC at the time of the muon experiment. Apart from the high thicknesses in the westernmost part of the image, due to shadow effects from the other craters (i.e. Voragine and NE Crater; see Fig. 5 ), the muon tracks arriving to the telescope cross up to ∼800 m of rock (Fig. 8 ).
An acquisition time of around 150 days was scheduled for the 2010 Etna experiment. However, technical issues, related to the harsh conditions in the installation site, limited the acquisition time to about one month (during the 2010 August-October interval). It is worth stressing that the results presented by Tanaka et al. (2009) were also obtained after an acquisition time of about 1 month. The integrated muon flux (in #cm −2 sr −1 s −1 ) measured during 2010 Etna experiment is presented in Fig. 9 . The topographic profile from the point of view of the telescope (right-hand panel of Fig. 8 ) is well reproduced in the muon image (Fig. 9) , due to the abrupt flux change when passing from open-sky (os) to through-crater (tc) conditions.
The validity of the data acquired during the 2010 experiment can be tested via comparison with a theoretical model. In particular, we compared the observed and calculated attenuation of the muon flux, due to the absorption of the particles into the target. The observed muon attenuation is given, for each incident direction, by the ratio between the integrated flux after the crater is crossed and the corresponding flux in os conditions. During the 2010 Etna experiment a measurement of the integrated muon flux in os conditions was performed at the installation site, before turning the telescope towards the target object. The observed muon attenuation along the azimuthal direction perpendicular to the planes of the telescope is shown in Fig. 10(a) (red curve), plotted against the zenithal angle.
The definition of the theoretical attenuation requires a model describing the differential incident flux ( 0 ) and the computation of the energy loss of muon particles travelling inside rock. We obtained a representation of 0 through the B-R analytical model (Section 2.1; Fig. 2 ). To compute the energy loss of muons in the target, we utilized the polynomial model that relates E min to opacity of rock in log-log space (Section 2.1; Fig. 3 ). The determination of the relevant opacities requires the knowledge of (i) the thickness of rock crossed along each arriving direction and (ii) the average bulk density of the target. The first information can be retrieved from the available topographic data (Favalli et al. 2009 ; Fig. 8) . The gravity/GPS data collected during the summer of 2010 can be utilized to set constraints on the average bulk density of the target structure.
B U L K D E N S I T Y O F T H E TA RG E T F RO M G R AV I T Y / P R E C I S E P O S I T I O N I N G M E A S U R E M E N T S
Among the methods that can be exploited to complement the information from muon imaging, gravimetry is one of the most suitable since it is also directly related to the underground density structure. When used for subsurface imaging, gravity measurements need to be reduced for the difference in altitude between the reference and the observation points (free-air correction) and for the effect of the different distribution of above-ground masses around each measurement point (terrain correction). Once these corrections are accomplished, gravity measurements are reduced to Bouguer anomalies (Deroussi et al. 2009 ), which reflect anomalies in the subsurface density structure. The accuracy of Bouguer anomalies depends on the quality of field measurements and on the accuracy of free-air and terrain corrections. In turn, the latter depends on how precise are (i) the vertical positioning of the gravity sensor and (ii) the elevation model of the area of interest.
During the summer of 2010 gravity/GPS measurements were accomplished at 14 benchmarks, including a reference base, at elevations ranging between 3000 and 3224 m a.s.l. (Fig. 5) . A relative spring gravimeter (CG-5 by Scintrex) and a Trimble handheld GPS receiver were utilized. We adopted a suitably designed strategy of gravity measurement that allowed to accurately estimate the effect of instrumental drift and to recognize tares (Rymer 1989) . The average measurement error was equal to 10 microGal. We improved the accuracy of GPS positioning in post-processing, towards a few mm, by exploiting the reference signal from the four continuous GPS stations operating on Etna, at elevations above 2600 m (Bruno et al. 2012) . Finally, to perform the terrain correction, we used the accurate DEM by Favalli et al. (2009) .
The Bouguer values obtained after applying the above corrections were used to determine the average bulk density of rocks in the area of interest, through the density-dependent gravity-height relationship. Indeed, following Nettleton (1939) , Bouguer anomalies, if computed with corrected density values, behave as stochastic quantities which are not correlated with point elevation and, thus, the best average density is sought as the one allowing minimal correlation (Schiavone & Loddo 2007) . From this analysis, it results an average bulk density of 0.7 g cm −3 (Fig. 11) . This surprisingly low value may depend on (i) the low density of the highly vesiculated rocks that make most of the SEC and (ii) the presence of cavities inside the crater due to both syn-(low packing density) and postdepositional processes. With reference to the second above point, it is important to stress that the density value we found represent the average bulk density of the whole structure (SEC), rather than the density of the rocks that form it.
D I S C U S S I O N
Even assuming the low average bulk density of the target structure which results from the analysis of the gravity/precise positioning measurements (0.7 g cm −3 ; see previous section and Fig. 11 ), the expected attenuation of the muon flux due to the SEC exceeds the corresponding observed attenuation by a factor of up to about 10 (Fig. 10a) . This discrepancy is likely due to severe background noise from false muon tracks (Nagamine et al. 1995) . The latter may arise from low-energy particles (mostly electrons, but also positrons) that, by chance, hit simultaneously the two matrixes of the telescope (Nagamine 2003) , leading to detection of a false positive. If the fictitious flux induced by the false events exceeds the weak flux of muons emerging from the crater, important distortions may occur in the integrated tc /os flux ratio, like the one we observed (Fig. 10a) .
The integral vertical intensity of electrons at the sea level is very approximately 35 m −2 s −1 sr −1 (Allkofer & Grieder 1984) . The exact number is difficult to determine because of the different altitude dependence of the different sources of electrons (Daniel & Stephens 1974) . Results of extended MC simulations of air shower (Tanaka & Muraoka 2013) indicate that the ratio, r, between (i) integral at UPMC on August 16, 2016 http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from intensity of muons at zenith angles >50
• and >70
• (horizontal muons) and (ii) integral vertical intensity of EM particles with multiplicity ≥2 (at last two simultaneous hits) ranges between 100:8 and 1:1 (Tanaka, personal communication, 2012) . Taking into account the inclination of the telescope installed at Etna in 2010 (73
• ; see Section 3), which controls the vertical and horizontal projected areas of the detection planes, through the above range we found that a value of r between about 3 and 40 is expected under the conditions of the 2010 Etna experiment.
We derived, through linear regression analysis, a first-order approximation of the integrated fictitious flux (Fig. 10b) . In practice, we calculated the difference between observed and synthetic flux along the middle azimuthal direction of the telescope and, under the assumption that the discrepancy between observed and synthetic data is mainly due to the false muon tracks, we used the best-fitting linear regression of this difference versus zenith angle as a model for the background noise (blue curve in Fig. 10b) . The variability of the difference between observed and synthetic flux is very well explained by the linear regression on the independent variable, as indicated by the high value of the coefficient of determination (R 2 = 0.90). The standard deviation of the linear regression model is equal to 0.35 m −2 s −1 sr −1 . The background noise model was calculated only along the middle azimuthal direction of the telescope, to which the largest detection area corresponds (Section 3; Gibert et al. 2010) . Accordingly, this direction offers the most favourable signal-to-noise ratio, thus allowing to achieve the most accurate result.
The expected range of values for r at the installation site, derived from MC calculations, roughly agrees with the corresponding one arising from our first-order noise model. Indeed, the ratio between (i) the observed flux in os conditions (50
• < zenith angle < 80 • ) and (ii) the model of the integrated fictitious flux ranges between about 5 and 30 (Fig. 10b) . It is important to note that the fictitious flux model exceeds the weak tc flux by a factor of up to 10, at zenith angles between 70
• and 85
• . Lesparre et al. (2010) estimated that, under various experimental conditions, the small anomalies in the integrated tc flux, possibly related to density inhomogeneities inside geological target structures, amount to a small fraction of the total signal. Detection of such small anomalies thus requires a very accurate evaluation of the background noise, which should take into account all the relevant pieces of information.
From the above observations, it appears that, due to the strong background noise from false muon tracks, it not feasible to use the data acquired at Etna to obtain precise quantitative information on the density distribution inside the SEC. However, qualitative understanding can be gained through the first-order noise model we derived. In particular, we performed a comparison between the synthetic and observed tc fluxes (Fig. 12) . The former was calculated under the assumption of a homogeneous target, while the latter was obtained after correcting the data for the estimated noise. The "coherent" regions of higher-and lower-than-expected muon flux that appear in Fig. 12 may be roughly representative of the density inhomogeneities encountered by the muon particles while travelling through the target.
Overall, we found a fair agreement between synthetic and observed tc fluxes (flux differences close to zero), implying either (i) that the size of most anomalous volumes inside the target is smaller than the space resolution of the detection system (Section 3), or (ii) that most of the opacity anomalies are below the resolution threshold imposed by the constraints discussed above (i.e., T, and ε 0 in eq. 3), or (iii) that remarkable density anomalies inside the target are mostly missing. The most striking feature appearing in Fig. 12 is the excess of flux in the central part of the image, which involves muon tracks passing through the upper part of the crater. This result could indicate that a lower opacity than expected is encountered along the above tracks, an interpretation which is reasonable if one considers that more altered material (highly fumarolized rocks) is likely to form the volume at the top of the central conduit throughout the cone. Furthermore, the right-hand side of the residual flux image is characterized by a tendency towards excessive flux (Fig. 12) . A fissure system cuts the SE flank of the SEC (Behncke et al. 2006) and represent the surface expression of a weakness zone across that sector of the cone, a feature that could explain the higher-than-expected flux values. During the past years this structure channelled the flow of magma from the shallowest portions of the central conduit to vents on the eastern slope of the SEC, like in the cases of the 2006 July (Ferlito et al. 2010 ), 2006 November (Sciotto et al. 2011 ) and 2007 August-September (Andronico et al. 2008) eruptive episodes. Some collapses also occurred along this fissure system, leading to the formation of pit carters and testifying the presence of underground void spaces. The pit crater that formed in 2007 (Figs 5 and 13) has become ever since the most active structure of the SEC (its projected position is reported in Fig. 12 with a black star) . Indeed, lava fountains episodes occurred from this crater in 2007 September, 2007 November and 2008 May (Aiuppa et al. 2010 . Throughout 2011, 18 lava fountains rose from the same vent, eventually leading to the formation of a large pyroclastic cone around the former pit crater (Patanè et al. 2013) . Neri & Acocella (2006) proposed that the large-scale dynamics of Etna edifice may alter the stress field and deformation pattern on the volcano's summit, leading to the formation of local fracture systems that play an important role in the movements of magma at shallow levels. The southeastern migration of the main vent of the SEC from the top of the original cone to its east flank has been probably controlled by one of the above local structural features, whose shallowest portion is supposed to have caused the higher-than-expected values in right-hand side of the residual flux image (Fig. 12) .
Our results encourage the implementation of further muon imaging experiments which have the potential to provide important details on the structures controlling the activity from the summit craters of Etna. Indeed, also considering our results on the low bulk density of the SEC (Section 5), by using a telescope featuring a larger detection area, it would be possible to investigate a wider portion of the volcanic edifice of Etna than possible in the framework of the 2010 experiment (see Section 2.2). Unprecedented information could be gained on the shallow structures that are thought to connect the plumbing systems of the different summit craters. The existence of such structural links has only been hypothesized on the grounds of geological (Neri & Acocella 2006) , geophysical (Sciotto et al. 2011) and geochemical (Aiuppa et al. 2010) observations. Muon imaging could provide new insight into the shape, position and size of these features, thus deriving unprecedented constrains on models aimed at describing and forecasting the summit eruptive activity of Etna.
C O N C L U S I V E R E M A R K S
As shown in past studies, (Nagamine 2003; Tanaka et al. 2009; Lesparre et al. 2012) , muon imaging is a promising tool to investigate volcanic structures. It allows to quasi-directly probe the internal density distribution inside volcanoes, with a space resolution (as fine as a few tens of meters, under certain conditions) that could not be attained with other imaging techniques. The drawback is that only targets with limited size and above the horizon of the detector can be investigated. Despite these limitations, muon imaging offers unique possibilities, especially if it is utilized in conjunction with other methods (e.g. Lesparre et al. 2012) .
In the summer of 2010 we performed a muon experiment at Mt Etna. The SEC, one of the four summit craters of the volcano (Fig. 5) , was chosen as a target. This experiment allowed to derive important technical know-how that can be utilized to inform future similar applications. The detection system that we developed to perform muon radiographies of active volcanoes ( Fig. 6 ; Marteau et al. 2012) , based on plastic scintillator bars, proved to be rugged enough to withstand the harsh conditions in the summit zone of a high volcano like Etna, even in the absence of an hosting building. Issues like strong diurnal temperature changes (we measured values up to 15
• C), strong wind, presence of corrosive gases, erosive ash and, since the second half of September, snow and ice did not prevent the system from working properly. In the framework of the experiment we could also improve our understanding of specific technical issues associated with muon flux measurements in hostile outdoor conditions. The detection power (in terms of space and density resolution) which is achievable under a given set of experimental conditions mainly depends on target size, acquisition time and detector characteristics. Eq. (3) allows for the determination of the opacity resolution that can be reached after a given acquisition time and using a muon telescope that features a given detection surface (Fig. 4) . However, as also demonstrated by our results, the actual detection performance depends on how noise from false muon tracks interferes with the real muon flux. In a recent paper, Shinohara & Tanaka (2012) reviewed the results of Tanaka et al. (2009) , who performed a muon radiography of Satsuma-Iwojima volcano (Japan), under experimental conditions very similar to those we encountered at Mt Etna. Shinohara & Tanaka (2012) concluded that an important background noise level, arising from fake muon tracks, affects the signal discussed by Tanaka et al. (2009) , inducing a significant bias that increases towards the bottom part (muon directions at larger zenith angles) of the density radiography they obtained.
The effect of false muon tracks can be drastically reduced through the use of more than two detection planes. Indeed, it can be proven that the probability of fortuitous events is much lower if three or more simultaneous coincidences must occur, rather than only two (Nagamine et al. 1995; Lesparre et al. 2012) . This probability can be further reduced to acceptable levels by imposing the condition that the pixels hit in the different matrixes must be aligned along a straight line ). These observations imply that, despite the logistic difficulties of transporting heavier equipment in hostile environments, the use of a telescope featuring three or more planes is mandatory when small differences in the integrated muon flux, like the ones induced by density inhomogeneities inside a volcano, must be precisely measured.
We performed a first order correction of the observed tc flux, aimed at separating the useful signal from the background noise arising from false muon tracks. With respect to a synthetic flux obtained through analytical modelling, the corrected tc flux shows a positive anomaly that could reflect an opacity lower than expected in correspondence of the upper part of the SEC's central conduit (Fig. 12) . Within its inherent strong limitations, this results suggests that highly fumarolized rocks form the bulk of this volume. Moreover, values are generally higher-than-expected in the right-hand part of the residual flux image (Fig. 12) , possibly due to the presence of a well-known weakness zone across the southeastern sector of the SEC cone.
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